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Goals for today:

1. Know where/how to access & search in library & some outside resources

2. Identify some likely disciplines beyond Linguistics that may be appropriate to explore, know how to navigate their jargon & concepts

3. Get the most value from a peer review type item

4. Find one peer review article (from Linguistics or related lit) that might be used for your project
Final Projects, all formats, will need:

1. A few peer review type academic journal articles - including if possible first academic lit discussion of your "phenomenon" +/or "essential (classic) Ling texts

2. At least one other "non academic" source

3. History, first use/origin/"parent", background, description, context for your "phenomenon" - who started it/who uses it & why...Linguistic/Comm concepts?

4. Examples of your "phenomenon" in real use

5. Related media to include in your digital artifact/paper

* Everything needs to be cited (guides)
* You will craft your project & also present on it (speaking tips & resources)
Research Planner

1. My "phenomenon" is...

2. Who started it? Who uses it? How? On which platforms and/or in what contexts? Why? Who are these people?

3. What academic disciplines are possibly writing about this?

4. Search terms, names, dates
Mapping Search Terms

- more general terms that include my “phenomenon”
- platforms associated with my “phenomenon”
- related “phenomena”
- specific aspects, uses, users, forms etc of my “phenomenon”
- other names for my “phenomenon”